
THERAPIST FIDELITY CHECKLIST (TFC) 
Code these events for whenever they happen in the course of therapy, within your discretion of whether it 
makes sense.  For example, if session 3 had to be cut short due to time, and the therapist picked up in 
session 4 with the end of session 3 material, then it could make sense to give the therapist credit for covering 
the material.  Likewise, items can be endorsed if the therapist forgot to do something and then remembered 
to do it later, as long as it makes sense with the rest of the protocol.   
 

0: Score 0 for either a. Therapist did not attempt it 
    b. Therapist attempted it partially 
1: Therapist fully completed the therapeutic technique.  Partial or questionable  

attempts do not count.  If the child or caregiver did not seem to comprehend the  
construct this does not count “against” the therapist.  Codes for the therapists’ 
attempts, not the effectiveness. 

 
SESSION 1 
 
____ tfc1 Explained the concept of PTSD to caregiver and child together. 
 
____ tfc2 Defined life-threatening traumas to caregiver and child together. 
 
____ tfc3 Defined the 3 types of symptoms - re-experiencing, avoidance/numbing,  

and increased arousal - to caregiver and child together 
____ tfc4 Gave handout on PTSD to caregiver to take home. 
 
____ tfc5 Used cartoons to explain several PTSD symptoms to child. 
 
____ tfc6 Explained the routine of splitting up for future sessions. 
 
____ tfc7 Introduced Roadway Book and allowed child to personalize it. 
 
____ tfc8 Had youth attempt first Book assignment. 
 
____ tfc9 Introduced topic of resistance/reluctance to caregiver. 
 
____ tfc10 Explained that reluctance can be normal. 
 
____ tfc11 Assured caregiver that reluctance typically decreases with therapy and time. 
 
SESSION 2 
 
____ tfc12 Reviewed last session with caregiver and child together. 
 
____ tfc13 Defined oppositional and defiant behavior. 
 



0: Score 0 for either a. Therapist did not attempt it 
    b. Therapist attempted it partially 
1: Therapist fully completed the therapeutic technique.  Partial or questionable  

attempts do not count.  If the child or caregiver did not seem to comprehend the  
construct this does not count “against” the therapist.  This codes for the  
therapists attempts, not the effectiveness. 

 
IF OPPOSITIONAL BEHAVIOR PLAN WAS DONE THIS CHILD, ENTER -9 FOR tfc14-tfc17. 
 
____ tfc14 Discussed theory that caregiver’s may feel guilty and become lenient with  

discipline. 
____ tfc15 Negotiated an agreement with caregiver about the cause of child’s defiant  

behavior. 
____ tfc16 Made priority list of defiant behaviors caregiver wants to reduce. 
 
____ tfc17 Created discipline plan with daily reward.  
 
____ tfc18 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  

of 1-10. 
____ tfc19 Asked caregiver what “tricks” she used to overcome her reluctance. 
  If reluctance was none, code 1 here. 
____ tfc20 Reminded caregiver that reluctance may get worse. 
  If reluctance was none, therapist must still do this to score 1. 
____ tfc21 Sent them home with homework sheet. 

 
SESSION 3 
 
____ tfc22 Reviewed last session with child. 
 
____ tfc23 Encouraged child to draw feelings on body outline drawing. 

   
____ tfc24 Attempted Roadway Book worksheet for session 3. 
 
____ tfc25 Reviewed last session with caregiver. 
 
____ tfc26 Inquired whether the feelings that the child revealed were new to the  

caregiver. 
____ tfc27 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  

of 1-10. 
____ tfc28 Asked caregiver what “tricks” she used to overcome her reluctance. 
  If reluctance was none, code 1 here. 
____ tfc29 Explained homework to caregiver and child. 
 
____ tfc30 Reminded caregiver that reluctance may get worse. 
   
____ tfc31 Sent them home with homework sheet. 
 

 



0: Score 0 for either a. Therapist did not attempt it 
    b. Therapist attempted it partially 
1: Therapist fully completed the therapeutic technique.  Partial or questionable  

attempts do not count.  If the child or caregiver did not seem to comprehend the  
construct this does not count “against” the therapist.  This codes for the  
therapists attempts, not the effectiveness. 

 
SESSION 4 
 
____ tfc32 Reviewed homework with child and caregiver. 
 
____ tfc33 Reviewed last session with child. 
 
____ tfc34 Taught relaxation techniques with all 3 parts: (1) Imaginary Happy Place,  
  (2) Slowed, paced breathing,  (3) Muscle relaxation 
____ tfc35 Taught scary feelings score, including the worksheet. 
 
____ tfc36 Reviewed last session with caregiver. 
 
____ tfc37 Reviewed relaxation techniques with caregiver. 
 
____ tfc38 Taught scary feelings score to caregiver, including the worksheet. 
 
____ tfc39 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  

of 1-10. 
____ tfc40 Asked caregiver what “tricks” she used to overcome her reluctance. 
  If reluctance was none, code 1 here. 
____ tfc41 Reminded caregiver that reluctance may get worse. 
  If reluctance was none, therapist must at least verbally note this to score 1. 
____ tfc42 Explained homework and gave them homework check sheet. 
 
SESSION 5 
 
____ tfc43 Discussed old homework with them at beginning. 
 
____ tfc44 Encouraged child to tell the whole trauma story from start to finish. 
 
____ tfc45 Asked child to rate anxiety level on the scary feelings score more than once.   
 
____ tfc46 Had child attempt one or more relaxation exercises at least once. 
 
____ tfc47 Attempted to create stimulus hierarchy list. 
 
____ tfc48 Allowed caregiver an open-ended opportunity to talk about what she just  

heard from her child or to talk about her own feelings and memories. 
_____ tfc49 Asked the caregiver if her distress is perceptible to her child.



 0: Score 0 for either a. Therapist did not attempt it 
    b. Therapist attempted it partially 
1: Therapist fully completed the therapeutic technique.  Partial or questionable  

attempts do not count.  If the child or caregiver did not seem to comprehend the  
construct this does not count “against” the therapist.  This codes for the therapist’s attempts, 
not the effectiveness. 

 
____ tfc50 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  

of 1-10. 
____ tfc51 Asked caregiver what “tricks” she used to overcome her reluctance. 
  If reluctance was none, code 1 here. 
____ tfc52 Reminded caregiver that reluctance may get worse. 
  If reluctance was none, therapist must at least verbally note this to score 1. 
____ tfc53 Explained homework to them and gave homework check sheet. 
 
SESSION 6 
 
____ tfc54 Discussed old homework with them at beginning. 
 
____ tfc55 Started drawing/imaginal exposure with an easy memory, including  

drawing for the Book. 
____ tfc56 Asked child to rate anxiety with a scary feelings score rating more than once during  
  the exposure. 
____ tfc57 Had child attempt one or more relaxation exercise at least once. 
 
____ tfc58 Introduced safety planning with child: concepts of danger signals and making a plan. 
 
____ tfc59 Addressed safety planning with child. 
 
____ tfc60 Asked caregiver her thoughts after watching the child’s sessions.  

 
____ tfc61 Reviewed the safety plan concepts with caregiver. 
 
____ tfc62 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  

of 1-10. 
____ tfc63 Asked caregiver what “tricks” she used to overcome her reluctance. 
  If reluctance was none, code 1 here. 
____ tfc64 Reminded caregiver that reluctance may get worse. 
  If reluctance was none, therapist must at least verbally note this to score 1. 
____ tfc65 Explained homework to them and gave homework check sheet. 
 
SESSION 7 
 
____ tfc66 Reviewed old homework with them. 
 
____ tfc67 Attempted drawing/imaginal exposure with an medium memory, including  

drawing for the Book. 
 



0: Score 0 for either a. Therapist did not attempt it 
    b. Therapist attempted it partially 
1: Therapist fully completed the therapeutic technique.  Partial or questionable  

attempts do not count.  If the child or caregiver did not seem to comprehend the  
construct this does not count “against” the therapist.  This codes for the  
therapists attempts, not the effectiveness. 

 
____ tfc68 Asked child to rate anxiety with a scary feelings score rating more than once during  
  exposure. 
____ tfc69 Had child attempt one or more relaxation exercise at least once. 
 
____ tfc70 Addressed safety planning with child. 
 
____ tfc71 Asked caregiver her thoughts after watching the child’s sessions.  
 
____ tfc72 Addressed safety planning with caregiver. 
 
____ tfc73 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  

of 1-10. 
____ tfc74 Asked caregiver what “tricks” she used to overcome her reluctance. 
  If reluctance was none, code 1 here. 
____ tfc75 Reminded caregiver that reluctance will may get worse. 
  If reluctance was none, therapist must at least verbally note this to score 1. 
____ tfc76 Explained homework to them and child together and gave homework  
  check sheet. 
 
SESSION 8 
 
____ tfc77 Reviewed old homework with them. 
 
____ tfc78 Attempted drawing/imaginal exposure with an medium memory, including  

drawing for the Book. 
____ tfc79 Asked child to rate anxiety with a scary feelings score rating more than once during  
  exposure. 
____ tfc80 Had child attempt one or more relaxation exercise at least once. 
 
____ tfc81 Addressed safety planning with child. 
 
____ tfc82 Asked caregiver her thoughts after watching the child’s sessions.  
 
____ tfc83 Addressed safety planning with caregiver. 
 
____ tfc84 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  

of 1-10. 
____ tfc85 Asked caregiver what “tricks” she used to overcome her reluctance. 
  If reluctance was none, code 1 here. 

 
 



0: Score 0 for either a. Therapist did not attempt it 
    b. Therapist attempted it partially 
1: Therapist fully completed the therapeutic technique.  Partial or questionable  

attempts do not count.  If the child or caregiver did not seem to comprehend the  
construct this does not count “against” the therapist.  This codes for the therapist’s attempts, 
not the effectiveness. 

 
____ tfc86 Reminded caregiver that reluctance may get worse. 
  If reluctance was none, therapist must at least verbally note this to score 1. 
____ tfc87 Explained homework to them and gave homework check sheet. 
 
SESSION 9 
 
____ tfc88 Reviewed old homework with them. 
 
____ tfc89 Attempted drawing/imaginal exposure with an worst moment memory,  

including drawing for the Book. 
____ tfc90 Asked child to rate anxiety with a scary feelings score rating more than once during  
  exposure. 
____ tfc91 Had child attempt one or more relaxation exercise at least once. 
 
____ tfc92 Addressed safety planning with child. 
 
____ tfc93 Asked caregiver her thoughts after watching the child’s sessions.  
 
____ tfc94 Addressed safety planning with caregiver. 
 
____ tfc95 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  

of 1-10. 
____ tfc96 Asked caregiver what “tricks” she used to overcome her reluctance. 
  If reluctance was none, code 1 here. 
____ tfc97 Explained homework to them and gave homework check sheet. 
 
SESSION 10 
 
____ tfc98 Reviewed old homework with them. 
 
____ tfc99 Attempted drawing/imaginal exposure with an worst moment memory,  

including drawing for the Book. 
____ tfc100 Asked child to rate anxiety with a scary feelings score rating more than once during  
  exposure. 
____ tfc101 Had child attempt one or more relaxation exercise at least once. 
 
____ tfc102 Asked caregiver her thoughts after watching the child’s sessions.  
 
____ tfc103 Started review of Roadway Book with dyad. 
 

 



0: Score 0 for either a. Therapist did not attempt it 
    b. Therapist attempted it partially 
1: Therapist fully completed the therapeutic technique.  Partial or questionable  

attempts do not count.  If the child or caregiver did not seem to comprehend the  
construct this does not count “against” the therapist.  This codes for the therapist’s attempts, 
not the effectiveness. 
 

____ tfc104 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  
of 1-10. 

____ tfc105 Asked caregiver what “tricks” she used to overcome her reluctance. 
  If reluctance was none, code 1 here. 
____ tfc106 Explained homework to them and gave homework check sheet. 
 
____ tfc107 Previewed with both that only 2 more sessions are left. 
 
SESSION 11 
 
____ tfc108 Reviewed old homework with them. 
 
____ tfc109 Asked child to think of events in the near future that might make bad  

memories pop back up.  Asked child to draw it. 
____ tfc110 Asked child what tools they would use against it. 
 
____ tfc111  Asked child to think of the future when grown up and bad memory could pop up.  
   
____ tfc112 Asked child what tools they would use against it. 
 
____ tfc113 Asked child for current scary feelings score more than once. 
 
____ tfc114 Had child attempt one or more relaxation exercise at least once. 
 
____ tfc115 Continued review of Roadway Book with dyad. 
 
____ tfc116 Reminded caregiver that the next session is the last session.   

 
____ tfc117 Asked caregiver to rate reluctance prior to coming to appointment on a scale  

of 1-10. 
____ tfc118 Explained homework to them and gave homework check sheet. 
 
SESSION 12 
 
____ tfc119 Reviewed homework with them. 
 
____ tfc120 Attempted to review every page of the Roadway Book with the child  

and caregiver. 
____ tfc121 Presented graduation diploma. 
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